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Bring cost and efficiency benefits to your Dev/Test using the cloud

With Softlanding’s Azure Dev/Test FastStart, you can achieve:

• Quickly provisionable development and test environments  
• Automated shutdown to minimize costs – if you’re not testing then you VMs 

probably don’t need to be running! 
• Buildable templates, including complex multi-server environments like a 

SharePoint Farm
• Simplified cost management using lab policies, tags, and reporting
• PowerShell - to expose even more automation 
• Self-service cloud environments without the worry
• Windows, Linux, all major databases, CMS’s, web servers and more included

Azure Dev/Test Labs helps developers and testers quickly create, and easily manage,  
environments in Azure. With worry-free, self-service environments you can set policies and 
quotas to minimize waste and costs by automatically shutting-down during after hours, or 
during a project phase when infrastructure isn’t needed.

Softlanding’s Azure Dev/Test FastStart is a two-week engagement that will cover the benefits 
of Azure and highlight the services that will light up your applications. We will then guide 
you through the process of reviewing your existing VMs and systems and design a Dev/Test 
environment in Azure with proper governance in place. At the end of the workshop you will 
have a tailored Dev/Test environment in Microsoft Azure to quickly set up environments.
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ABOUT SOFTLANDING

Founded in 2000, Softlanding helps organizations be their best by providing technology 
solutions and services that make them more productive. Areas of specialty include end-to-end 
Azure services, Microsoft Enterprise Infrastructure and Managed IT Services. As a recognized 
leader in empowering enterprises with solutions and services built on the Microsoft Cloud and 
on-premises platforms, Softlanding is proud to be named winner of the Microsoft 2017 IMPACT 
Award for Enterprise Cloud Platform Innovation and finalist for Enterprise Cloud Productivity 
Innovation.
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Benefits of 
Azure Dev/Test Labs

Worry-free self-service
Set policies on your Azure lab - control the 
number of virtual machines (VM) per user, 
the number of VMs per lab and when to 
automatically shut down these labs.

Quickly get to ready-to-test
Azure Dev/Test labs lets you get working right 
away with pre-provisioned environments.

Create one, use everywhere
Capture and share environment templates and 
artifacts within your team or organization - all 
in source control - to create developer and test 
environments easily.

Greater Integration
Leverage pre-made plug-ins or Microsoft API 
to provision Dev/Test environments directly 
from your preferred continuous integration 
tool, integrated development environment, or 
automated release pipeline. 


